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We are a Local Civic Society based in the London Borough of Havering, 
founded in 1968 having over 500 members being instrumental in securing 
the designation of areas covered by the Romford Garden Suburb Exhibition
of 1910/11 and the Modern Homes Exhibition of 1934 as a Conservation 
Area in 1970 and subsequently obtained Article 4 directions. 
We play an ongoing role in respect of the preparation of planning policy for
the area and its implementation, liaising closely with the London Borough 
of Havering.
We also become involved to a degree beyond the boundary of the 
Conservation Area in the main with Heritage, Landscape and Transport 
issues, benefiting from the substantial feedback of our membership.
Our comments are therefore mainly confined to those areas set out above 
but we also have views upon the overall assumptions made in the plan 
particularly relating to the early chapters.

Chapters 1-5
We are concerned as to the sustainability of the obsession for growth and 
expansion within a relatively confined area even as large as London, it 
leads to ever more dense development and inevitable destruction of the 
very character you wish to retain. 
Greater vision is required in addition to the obvious need to move some 
jobs away from London which will also ease housing demand.
More people are to be crammed into high density developments causing 
overcrowding and social problems, will the actual designs match 
aspirations, past experience suggests otherwise !
The provision of infrastructure increasingly becomes proportionately more 
expensive.
The proposals to push more housing into the suburbs will totally 
undermine their character and is funding available for the necessary 
additional infrastructure ?

Chapter 6  Retail
Local Centres struggle to survive, with competition from “Out of Town 
Retail” and enhanced Town Centre schemes, improved public transport  
and cheap/free parking for cars and cycles are required to improve access 
and also good signage and landscaping. We support your proposals to 
downsize and encourage change of use as appropriate, including services 
to encourage community use, but avoid causing problems, (noise, smell, 
litter, excessive on street parking) for local residents. 

Chapter 7 Heritage and Culture



We fully support your strong commitment to “Protect & Enhance” Heritage
Assets, and the general thrust of your policy, clearly of importance not 
only to the present but future generations. 
A commitment to, high quality design, to create, protect and enhance 
distinctive places and spaces is essential, ensuring development is of high 
architectural quality, well designed  respecting the character of the local 
area.
Policies should set this out in as clear and unambiguous a manner as 
possible to clearly guide decision makers, ensuring the intentions of the 
policy are fulfilled. This is where we have experienced problems, policy 
becoming less specific over the years creating uncertainty for Councillors 
and Officers processing applications.
It is essential to have the knowledge and expertise available to deliver 
high quality decisions, including adequate funding for specialist Officers 
and better quality training than at present for Councillors dealing with 
planning applications in this specialist area. 
Article 4 Directions, from our experience are the best way of exercising 
control in a Conservation Area and would advocate greater adoption of 
them in other Conservation Areas.
.
Chapter 8.     Green Infrastructure and Natural Environment 
Your strong intention of retaining the Green Belt and Metropolitan Open 
Land is welcomed, they are an essential element in the character of 
London, our own Borough Havering in particular. Any proposal to reduce 
the Green Belt and  Metropolitan Open Land should be fiercely resisted. 
Our Outer London Borough is bounded on 2 sides by open countryside and
on a third side by the Thames, these areas act as a green lung for 
Londoners and in places as a buffer between large developed areas. 
Sections of the Green Belt extend into urban areas as it does into our own 
Conservation Area.
We support the provision within urban areas of good quality open places 
with plenty of greenery it is essential to maintain attractive places in 
which to live and work. The commitment to protect and also promote 
green infrastructure is very welcome countering the adverse impact of 
dominant higher density development. 

Chapter 10   Transport 
Very high car ownership in our Borough Havering, leads to increasingly 
congested roads and on street parking. The proposed very large increase 
in population over the period of the plan will greatly exacerbate the 
situation.
A  strong commitment is needed to improve the highway network, as 
many people in such an Outer London Borough and beyond have little 
option but to use private cars because of inadequate public transport/ 
infrastructure.
The infamous heavily congested “Gallows Corner” junction of A12, A127 & 
A118 is a prime example, with traffic avoiding the junction rat running 
through surrounding residential areas causing danger and disturbance, 
contrary to the stated objectives of this plan. Our Society members report 
intensification of this problem over recent years. No improvements are 
proposed ! 
Nearby the replacement A127 bridge  across the Gt Eastern main line has 
been mismanaged, it started in 2014 due to complete 2017 now 2019 ! 
Substantial ongoing congestion with corresponding cost to the economy, 



increased pollution and disturbance for residents has resulted.

A firm commitment is needed to substantially upgrade the Public Transport
system providing an alternative to the car. Primarily enhanced bus 
services. For example the North of this Borough not having a station needs
much better links to Crossrail where currently commuters flood the area 
around stations with their parked cars impacting upon quality of life for 
residents and parking/viability of retail businesses.

All opportunities to improve the transport network must be explored.         
For example the Romford - Hornchurch - Upminster Railway Line 
(electrified single track but engineered to double track standard) is grossly
underused.
A congestion free Transport Corridor across the centre of a congested 
Borough, passing through dense residential areas currently having no 
access to it, having one intermediate Halt but several suitable locations for
additional ones.                       See Travel Times map page 165 Mayor’s 
Transport  Strategy, clear potential to substantially reduce long travel 
times for areas adjoining the line
 
It accesses
a)  Main Rail Links to London at - Romford  -   Crossrail, 
                                                       Upminster - C2C and District Line 
b) The Borough’s three most important town centres,
     Romford, Upminster and Hornchurch-existing station out of centre 
c)  A 6th Form College and a Girls Academy school
    Both adjoin potential stopping points on the line. 

Potential -
Increase its use by improving frequency of service over longer hours and 
increasing number of stopping points.  
Change to more efficient sustainable form of Transport - Tram, Light Rail, 
Guided Bus etc.,  possibly include a cycle route. 
Show a comparatively good return on capital as infrastructure is largely in 
place.
Remove cars from the road, ease pressure on buses, reduce parking 
around stations and improve travel times.

TFL propose replacing the Electric train with a Diesel unit. Totally contrary 
to Mayor’s policy in respect of pollution!! TFL has a  servicing depot at 
Upminster immediately adjoining the line. Strategic lateral thinking is 
required !

On street parking in residential areas - A major issue for many London 
residents, particularly close to stations,  shopping areas etc., in absence of
adequate public transport, commuters/shoppers park in residential roads 
taking up available spaces.
Locally a Council Report considers this in relation to Romford, similar 
problems occur elsewhere, particularly along the Crossrail route at Gidea 
Park and Harold Wood,and obviously elsewhere, which will worsen when 
Crossrail opens
When granting consent for new property developments/extensions/ 
conversions in these locations there has been a slavish adoption of 



theoretical low provision off street parking standards totally impractical in 
outer London Borough requiring high car use. Planning Consents are 
granted with minimum parking provision often only one at best, off road 
space per dwelling, with no allowance for visitors or multiple car 
ownership, cars end up in the street and then parking restrictions result.
Onsite parking should be carefully located to avoid turning front gardens 
into parking lots, creating a “Concrete Jungle” with an absence of greenery
and vehicles obstructing view of the houses, “soul destroying“.  Similarly 
for commercial buildings, just because an office building is close to a 
suburban station does not mean that those working there will mainly be 
travelling by train. Many find a vehicle necessary  to undertake their work 
(a recent example - office extension consented upon onsite car park, for 
owner occupier, a Building Contractor, at Gidea Park Station) . 
Resulting overspill parking in street only adds to the existing problem 
creating consequent control and enforcement issues. 
This needs to be addressed in policy, commonsense should prevail.

Failure to deliver projects on time needs to be addressed, see A127 bridge 
above and Crossrail, a prime example, ongoing delays putting it back by 
years and recently still further delays including disruptions to existing 
services. Added to which flawed new replacement trains with substantial 
reduction in seating and very poor quality seats, far below Underground 
train standard, on which for many, (with its extension in length) will be 
quite long journeys. Appear to be designed for those who use  the small 
section of Crossrail passing through Central London

We trust you find the above comments of assistance and look forward to 
hearing of your further progress.

Joyce Leicester

Hon. Secretary

       




